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Details of Visit:

Author: barnet cabman
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 19 Jan 2010 09:45
Duration of Visit: 2 hrs
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07925125306

The Premises:

Lovely terraced property near Victoria Park. 5 minutes by taxi from the station, or a healthy 15
minute slightly jelly legged walk back afterwards. Scrupulously clean, well furnished. Cosy and
welcoming.

The Lady:

Louisa - WOW. Late 30s I'd guess. Perfect figure - well to my taste anyway. Probably a size 12,
curves in all the right places. Lovely boobs,not too large (eg not Jordanesque) but certainly a nice
handful. Not overly tall, maybe 5'4 or so. Gorgeous long red hair - I think actually the first red head
I've seen in six years of punting - a lovely smile, sparkling eyes and a very pretty face.
Demurely(ish) attired in a black skirt, black sheer blouse, and very sexy underwear.

The Story:

I'm tempted by the flowery prose approach - rose buds, spreading petals, releasing stamen,
imbibing sweet nectar - and phallic symolism, chalice filling etc dan brown style. However that
requires a lot of litery effort which is frankly beyond my intellectual capacity.

Let me just say that Louisa aside from being very physically attractive exudes an air of quiet
confidence and sexual allure. She is a pleasure to be with. Prior to meeting I'd let her know that I
liked the full gfe - lots of french kissing and plenty of giving and receiving of oral - to say I was not
disappointed is something of an understatement.

After a pleasant get to know you chat in her cosy lounge it was up to the bedroom for lots of kissing
from gentle brushing of lips to more passionate embraces. Slowly undressed each other and I had a
very pleasant surprise as Louisa slipped her skirt down over her smooth thighs and I enjoyed an
initial encounter (with many to follow) with another agreably enticing pair of lips. From then on
absolute pleasure. Two hours just flew by.

Only downside of course is the ultimate punting paradox. Meeting fantastic women like Louisa is
probably the main driver for punting for me at least - for others it may be for a case of Wham Bam
Thank you Ma'am, in which case Louisa might not be the lady for you.

However Louisa does raise the bar to new heights and this was quite possibly the most enjoyable
punt I've ever had - and that in the context of having had the good fortune to meet a number of quite
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exceptional ladies over the past six years. Hence even fewer other ladies who are going to get
close - so if part of the excitement of punting is meeting new ladies, then Louisa casts a shadow
(metaphorically speaking )over this as I'm left wondering why I'd want to see anyone else. The
ultimate praise for this wonderful woman perhaps.

Heartily recommended the gentlemen of taste and discernment.
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